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Next generation comb~at aircraft with advanced aerodynamic anid controls
features will have combat emnieuver capability which will impose multiaxial
acceleration forces on the aircrew . Advanced aircrew systems will be
required for restraint, support, mowbility and escape during these combiat
conditions. Two concepts, an articulating ejection seat (with advanced
subsystems) and a small spherical capsule, are defined and compared.
The concept based on the articulating seat was selected for further
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Block 20. Abstract (Cont'd)
investigation and a full-scale rotatable mock-up was constructed for
concept evaluation. The mock-up incorporated a "body fixation" system
consisting of inflatable restraints and a contour-forming cushion
and a "powered mobility" system which permits the backrest and headrest
to be rotated for external visibility. A "next-generation" escape
system is described but was not part of the mock-up. The fixation and
mobility concepts were evaluated under t I Gz and 1 .G conditions.
The concepts were considered to have considerable poten ia and it
is reco•wended that they be incorporated in a test fixture which could
be used in a centrifuge to investigate the effectiveness of the
concepts under representative multiaxial acceleration conditions,I r
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1This study is the initial phase of a program aimed at the development of
advwerd design aircrew systww fog tUK next generation of Air Porce combat
aircraft. Por these new aircraft, it is anticipated that ucvbat operations
will involve hqh muiltiaxial acceleration maneuvers and that new aircrew
systams will be reuired for restraint, protection and escap under these

;ca bt condit~ons.

Two conceptual aircrew eyotam approaches are defined and evaluated. Or*
of the aproaches is to use an advanced form of articulating ejection
seat and the other in to ace oxate the crewman in a rotatable
"spherical capsule. The concept based on the articulating seat was
selected for further iriestigation using a full-scale mock-up.
Elements of the concept which were incorporated in the mock-up included
a "body fixation" ystem for restraint and mipoort and a "powered
mobility" system to facilitate external surveillance. Body fixatPtn is
achieved by a system of inflatable bladders nrd contour-forming
cushiaon. Powered mobility is provi6ed by Xrteral rotation of the
backrest and headrest. The concept also includes an advanced escape
system which will permit ecape under ccuidat taneuver conditions and
will provide resatraint ag&,rnt limb flail in ejectiorn at high speed,
The mock-up was uned. to evaluate the body fixatico and powered mobility
wystems under t I C• and ±t I G cxoditions with the
artlcuilotinq seat in the upright and rclined pMsitiorn. It was
concluded that these system liad sufficient potential to warrant
further inveatiqation. On this basis, it is rcramnodled that these
concepts be incorpor~ted in a veat assen*ly which will be suitable for
ý"tallation in the AWL centrifuge w•di In~ct track facilities.
Testinq under representhtivc hilgh multianial acceleration conditions
will ptovide inforration on the effectiveness of tU restraint and
mobility conceptqs and will form the basin for decisions on future
development.
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PREFACE

The work described in this report was performed under Air Porce
Contract F33615-7B-"-!049 "vanced Dsign for Aircrew Proticti,'e
Restraint Sytm. t*e Principal Inwestigator was A. Blair W•onuld.

The Air Force ?echnical Monitor was Major JWuW H. Ramdin of the Bio-
mechanical Protection Branch, Biodynrmdc and Bioenqineering Division.
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It i anticipated tat the next generation of Air Force carbat aircraft
have maneuver and flight envelope capabilities which are

-iqnificantly qreater than those of present combat aircraft. This
projection is based on current design technology trends which include
innovations such as the High Acceleration Cockpit (HA) and advances in
aerodymmic and control techniqu'-a which utilize direct lift, direct
side force and drag modulations. The implication of these advancee is
that in the combat environment the aircrew will be subjected to high
.multiaxial accelerations and a primary problem will be to restrain and
protect the crewmn so that he can operate and perform effectively in
this envircnment. In addition, it is clearly desirable that safe
escape should be possible in emergencies which occur in the combat

!! envirarwoent and throughout the expanded flight envelope projected for
these future aircraft.

The anticipated requirements for the next generation of aircraft cannot
be satisfied by current alrcrew systems. Aercmedical research has been
conducted on the problms associated with high + CGZ acceleration
during conventional attack combat maneuvers. This research has defined
the advantaqe of reclining the seat back angle to increase the
crewmnber's ability to operate under the high + Gz conditions, and
the approach has been to achieve the recline posture by the addition of
an articulating mechanim• to conventional ejection seat aystme. It
has been assumed that only minor modifications would be required to
adapt existing systms to provide adequate restraint. The research hat
not yet fully axkdres9Fx the bxty nupport =nd restraint problems that
are introduced by the coupling of other aircraft mwnuvering
technologies with this alPrckich, nor has it addreassd the additional
probiems associated with anergercy escape, particularly under
operatonal manieuver conditions,

ltds study is the first phase of a prograw to develop aircrew restraint
and body support systems which will provide adequate fixation of the
torso and limbs durinq the application of high multiaxial acceleration
forces and an aircrew esape system which will provide protection and
escate in emerqencies thrc~ghout the maneuver and flight envelopes. In
this #tudy, two basic conceptual approaches are defined and evaluated.
In one concept an articulating ejection seat in equippd with a system
of inflatable bladders and contour-forminq cushions to provide I
restraint and with a powered mobility system to permit external
surveillance during hiqh acceleration conditions. In the second
concept, the crewman is seated cross-leqged in a small spherical
capsule. The capsule tilts aft for high + G2 protection and rotates
laterally for Gv protection and external surveillance. Both concepts
incorporate advhnced y stens for aircrew escape.

7



The proqram consists of a study phase and a mock-up phase. In the
study phase the two concepts were defirnd and a literature search was
made to obtain relevant aeromedical design data. A comparative
evaluation of the concepts was conducted and the concept based on the
articulating sat was selected for further study in the second phae of
the program in which a full-scale mock-Wp was constructed for concept
demontration and subjective evaluation.
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The requireoents specif ied for this proqram consist of performancwr arx]

des'ign qoalv bhat-!d on nw.neuvet xni flight envelopes and of design
cnmatraints in the form of general ground rules and physioloqical
li mits.

The primary requlrwient for the restraint systw is to provide
nsatisfactory restraint under the high acceleration maneuver ornditions

asKsociated with air-to-air and air-to-ground cxobat operations. the
specifled acceleration environment coinsists of any multiaxial
combination of the following forces:

Anteposterior C Gx: t 3 G
Lateral G C
Vertical C : + 10.5 G, -3.S G

An equally important factor is the requirevIent to provide for aircrew
mobility during conventional flight and combat conditions.

AIRCRF F.C/ZG ;

T*e major requirci ento for the emr~arr snotam are to provide an ewape
capability under thw nwtiaxiaI acceleratloh manuver conditionm and
alsm throughout the projectel fliqht envelopr (Mtach 6, 150,00 O Iet and
0 w 1600 Pt) illuotrated iý: Viqure 1. 11-v umergency requirarents
Include the pwovision tor windcE.wt protection in the event of
inadvertont loss of the aircraft eanopy.

1'he pysiolnqical limits rot, forces ifliqed! (xn th,.i aircret w ring
e"Cape are statoA Ir. tormn of acceleration limits on the awt and are:

'x: t 40 G

.,S G',. I. C.."•: ,* 25 C;, -15'

To ensure Crmltithilit.y betwen esttraint and protection systan
covcepts and the airef-r primary interfaces, it .I required that the

* c �on*cet e cb-=xtible with backrest articulation (130 to .55o) a&d
with UK, aIvoyivwft of sick-stick controllero, rucder r*dals amd

S .......=" •':' ....... ""T":........ ...... I...II
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A literature search was conducted to obtain design data on aircrew
restraint and protection provisions in general and to obtain
information concerning the specific characteristics of the two cocepts
being studied in this program. Due to the unconventional and diverse
features of the concepts being investigated, the litrature march
oovered a relatively wide rwge of subjects. Subjecta of a general
.nature included: aircrew restraint, aircrew protection, high
high altitude escape, vidblast protection anI high acceleration
aircraft. Stbjects related to the concept -fharactriatics included:
posture, acceleration effects, disorientation art coriolis effects.
The primary sources searched were the libraries of the Mc~onnell
k.Douqlas Corporation$ National Aeronautics and Space Administration and

Dlefense Documentation Center.

In the course of the literature search a siubatantial volume of material
was reviewed. It was found that the quantity and relevance of the
information available varied widely throughout the range of jubjct.
1kre s'ubjects were found to be well docimnted while on others little
or no information was available. In the came of ame subjects,
particularly in the biomedical category, there was a great deal of
Inrormation available but little of it wan directly aplicable or
relevant.

A stumary of the results of the literature search, including
identification of areas where there was a lack of information, is given
in the following paragraphs:

Ite literature iwovides information on the substantial riearch and
A developwnt effort which 1a been carried out in recent years to

Investigate biomedical and performance effects of high * G2
acceleration on aircrew and to study mwthods of increasing aircrew
tolerance to theme forces. Conventional aide to high Gs protection,
anti-(, suits and breathinq-straininq techniques, have been the subject
of renwewd interest and studty (Refs. 1, 2 and 3) although the primsry
effort has been devoted to the investigation of the HP( coocet in
which increased tolerance in achieved by raising the crtvmn's pelvis
so that he is in a reclined posture and th head-aorta hydrostatic
blood column is reduced. A review of + (. protection methods to
contained in Reference 4 and References 5 through 11 describe the 4G.acceleration protection advantages of the reclined posture.

__________ 11 _______i



In tenms of seat design, the general aptpoach is that the cr(awi
should be reclined to the maximu backrest angle compatible with the
crewi being able to maintain control of the aircraft. In the
literature, the consensus is towards the adoption of a backrest angle
of 65 degrees and this backrest angle was aecitfied for the concepts in
this study. However, one investigation, Reference 12, in which
tracking performance was correlated with + Gg level and backrest
angle, produced evidence which indicated that a backrest angle of 50
degreee may be a muerior solution. Ihis would significantly reduce
the degree of mat articulation required, especially if this reclined
configuration could be coupled with an increased backrest angle for the
upright mating position. It should be noted that there appears to be
a lack of available Information in the literature concerning the
characteristics of the upright seated xositions relative to future
high-maneuverabilty aircraft.

Acceleration data related to cowbat maneuvers is almost entirely
concerned with high + G. effects* Hoevwr, one source, Reference
13, reprts on a study to investigate the effects of high ± Gy
acceleration due to the usw of direct side force. Centrifuge teats
wre cx•-jcted and although the applied lateral acceleration was
relatively low (in cmuiarison with the 1 5 specified for the
restraint concepts in this study), the concl sioms included a
recamendation for ipr~oved lateral support.

IW s.ources in the literature (Refs. 10 an 11) indicate that providing
support for the sides of the chest aide breathing during high +
conditions. In the concept definition phase of this program, both
concepts were intendKed to twoe inflatable supports for the sides of
the chest. towever, in the mock-up evaluation phase of the progrM, it
was found that the chest supports were inpractical because of
Lmabccepable interference with arm movewent when the seat was in the
upright xnf iguration.

The literature search did not uncover any information relative to the
characteristics of a cross-leqged posture, as proposed for the capsule
concept, with regard to acceleration tolerance. Cne study, Reference
9, indicated that having the legs raised, in addition to the pelvis,
may be beneficial to cofort and tolerance under high + Gt
conditions.

In early work on the effect of GC acceleration on vision, Referen•es
14 and 15, it was dewnstrated that the acceleration levels at which
vision degradation syq/ml occurred could be increased by applying
auction to the eyeballs. In high + G maneuvers the cr i 'a
external visibility in reducd by diming and loss of peripheral vision
and by restricted mobility due to the effect of the acceleration formes
on the body. It appears that It would be feasible to augment the
effectiveness of mobility aids, mPch as the rotating capsule or powered
mobility concqea being evaluated in the study, by the application of
this principle to delay the onset of dimming and the loss of peripheral
vision.

12
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Information gene.rated by the IO1W'-funded IHAC and Advanced Fighter
Technoloy Integration (AFrI) progrsa (Refs. 16 through 21) provides
a €oewpe•nsive bank of data relative to the design and operational
aiqpcts of the crewstatio for a high maneuverability aircraft. itis
data provided the baseline information for the configuration of the
restraint and mebility concepts in the study. This information was
particularly applicable to the concept based on an articulating seat
and••vs used to establish the geouetry of the articulating meat
our \ar e and the location and adjustm t of the side-stick controller,

throtes aand rudder pedals,

I'he literature Dearch produced a considerable quantity of data on
aircrew restraint systems although the majority of the information
available relat" to existing strap-type arranooments which were not
designed to provide restraint under high multiaxial acceleration flight
conditions. Restraint development relative to the AFrT program is
reported in Reference 19. This was used as baseline design for tle
basic strap-type restraint system for the study concept which is based
on the ume of an articulating seat. For the capsule concept a basic
strap-type harness is required. The requirwaetnts for this portion of
the restraint system ate similar to those for a capsule or
rnon•-ejectable seat and several suitable approaches are described in
Reference 22.

Ir' the study concepts, inflatable bladders are used to support and
restrain the crewnan under high mIltiaxial acceleratiion conditions.
7t literature mearch produced information on several applications of
inflatables for aircrew restraint howwer, in all cases the objective
was to provide protection against crash forces and the design data was
not relevant to the study concepts.

Al1RCR E)•CAPm

7be principal areas of interest are the envirorment extrewes of the
escape envelope specified for the study concepts, show previously in
Figure 1, and factors affecting escape under high multiaxial
acceleration conditions. The high altitude portion of the envelope
applies m.ly to the capsule concert an human limitations restrict the
articulating seat concept to a maximum of approximately 60,000 feet.

13
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For escape at hiqti altitude the availnble literature, kifertrxvs 23 anO
24, descrIber; the- recovery environwent for *tjccifie veh•cles under
specific conxditions at the initiation of the escape oqwence. 7bie
data is of general interest but is not directly aili':-Ac to the
sph•erical capsule because the recnvery environment is highly depenLeni
on the aerodynramic characteristics of the capsule and on the altitude
and speed conditiorm at the initiation of etape.

For escape at high speed the tvi.wry oncern with reqard to tie study
conceptu iis the. rovision of aitzcrew wirAaut protection on the
articulatitxq seat concept. Referencxe 25, on the banis of 0jen ejection
seat injury statistics, deacribes tl* need for wirKb~last protectio ,for
ejections at spi1a atoxwe 400 KIA';.

The available literature ptovides informatlon on many aspects of
wiryblast protection. Research into the aerodynmic forceS as8ociated
with limtb flail han primarily been urvinsored by the Aerospace Medical
Rewarch L-t*ratory. Ihin work it; dev.,ritbd in References 26 through
30. In one of these pIogrwai, Refereixc 27, it is concluded that. the
reat must N, aerc ynrically atable to permit satisfactory protection

aqainst. flail. In the cark' of the articulatirj seat cxncept thin
pStilooophy chould tw vatiatii•d by the fart-actin~j inf.lodt eN
stabilizer.

goefPre•en 31 thr otxh 14 Ovc r i I K, utwvvral I iA)t r t taint io iL ;',t1 sW,]
har~mrr tysttm. 1iv! a|wroach for lc(x rentraint in the articulating
neat cor'it ic to t-ovide oixtli peansive anl active uytLmis. The
passive st.rt coanints of extenckd] neat uiden to prevent excessive
lateral motion of the lecn and Reference 31 dv•ocates that thin nwthnr
include lateral nup4x~rt. for thw, feet. With reawwable woat stability
the passive restraint trystam in the articulating seat will prevent li.•t
flail armi the active syntmm, a c*iwentional strap and garter
arranqnimet, is itvaILuied to prmvent •u•wantei Ilr rw)tion durirKg the
atplicati(vn of the ntalhlizer adl dec.lerator forcee. The arm
restraint corce1*s deiscritve in the literature are of two basic typs.
In one ai(woach ttwe arme are constrainewd by cables which are retracted
durinq ejection amr] in the other the motion of the arms is restricted
by nets which are deployed at the sides of the seat. 11w proposal to
use inflatable blakders for arm restraint in the articulating seat
concept apipears to be a unique solution and the available literature
does not contain any relevant design data for such an arrangement.

14
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EaWape at hiqh speed raises a question reqarding p.tential Problems due
to aerodynamic neating, particularly with .e ard to the articulating
neat concept where the cremmn is exosed to the airstream. For this
cow.'et, the altitude capability Is limited and for a Q of 1600 pef the
nmaximum m*ch No. will be lees than Ntch 4. Reference ,A5 indicates that
*aerodymwici heating will mnt be a prrt).lei at speeds less than Mach 4.

FV • It* Iiterature seach did not produe any data on eaape under
imultiaxial acceleration condition but did provide information on the!ii effect of acce~leration in imew individual axes. One analysis,

Referene 36, indicates that a oorwentional catapult can eject the
crewman under high + Gz acceleration •onditions but that the spinal
forces beow excessive. Tests under - Gz acceleration conditions,
Reference 37, shcrsid satisfactory opration of a conventional
propulsion system at levele up to - 10 G. Data is also available on. the effect of - Gx acceleration and the analysis and tests reported

in References 3A and 39 show degradation of the ejection trajectories.!•.on the basis of theoe datao advan propulsion systems are proposed

for both of the study concepts.

* Mhl"WI RM1"1P

A specific area of interest was to obtain information on the unique
cros-,leged posture proposed for the crewman in the rotating capsule
cncept.. Not surprisingly, there was no evidence in the literatureSthat this posture has ever been used in an aircraft. Ikxewer, theAII
literature search revealed many instances in the past where an
unconentional posture, uaually the prone position, was used to obtain
aircraft performance advantaqen. Examples found, References 9 and 40,
were te PS, 17 research qlider, Berlin n9, PIV 40 glider, Pa 349 glider
"trainer, Araio F 381, Heinkel P1077 and the Northrop XP-79. The
literature did not provide any information on the biomedical aspects of
ti;ese crevutation arranoqm~ nts.

• ACOMMATION - DI, lM1MTATIC - MP 1-(,1.

T'here is a great dei-a of information available ocxerning problems
related to aircrew disorientation and the factors involved. A review
of tJe more relevant sources, References 41 through 47, indicates that
any aircrew arranqement which involves motion of the pilot's head or a
cdtarvp in the a-•celeration environment, introduces a risk of spatial
dleisrientation. lkwver, in relation to the concepts being studied in
this program, in which the head is close to the center of rotation, it
is not evident that tJe probability of disorientation will be
significantly different fromi the probability arising from the normal
•i: head movements employed during external surveills•.6



ame inyrstigation of disorientation occurrences, Reference 48,
concluoes that disorientation is a common experience and that i.n aimost
all cases the visual system is the one affected with the highest
incidence of disorientation being at night, with IrR conditions or when
flying wing fornation. Ihis source also aoncludes that the incidence
of disorientation is the mew for straight and level flight as for
uaneuver conditions.

In the data, the close association of the body and vehicle axes is
stressed. In the concepts being studied, rotation causes the body axes
to move relative to those of the aircraft. This situation is not
addressed in the available literature, although in Reference 49, flight
tests are described in which rotation in pitch during high + CG
conditions did not cause disorientation.

SEA'l OJ IONj

In both of the study ooncepts, the urs of oxntour-forminq cushions is
proposed to aid ccuort and to assist body Ofixationm during the
application of acceleration forces. 1his concept was investigated and
developed by AIM for use in astronaut support syktaiii, Reference 50,
in which the wntour forming and impact attenuation characteristics of
this design were particularly attractive.

In the capsule ooncept the contour foming cushion will help to ensure
lonq-duration coodort with the cross-legged posture and the Impact
attenuation characteristics will be of value during ground i.xpect.
Newever, the immobility of the legs will degrade blood circulation
which wuld, in turn, degrade acceleration toleramen . 1b ombat
thisit is proposed to introduce a pulsating cushion (Refs. 51, 52 and
53) or pulsating anti-G, suit bladder to maintain circulation.

16
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CONLCPr C•' rPerION

he two concepts under evaluation, one based on an advanced form of
articulating ejection seat arml the othier on the use of a spherical
capsule, are described in the following paragraphs. Both concepts
address the requireents for restraint, protection, nobility and escape
under high multiaxial acceleration conditions. ¶he capaule can met
the eocape envelope requirement whereas the articulating seat has
limited altitude capability unless pressure suits are worn.

AfRIfILA'rT SEAT aJNCE'P

In this concept an articulating seat is equipped with additional
systems to provide the required restraint, protection, mobility and
escape capability for high-C; maneuver conditions. the baseline seat is
assumed to be an articulating version of the ACE 1 seat which was
prvoosed by MDC for the IIAC and the AFTI progra appl ications. The
basic ArM II seat is currently in productim fot the A-10, F-15 and
F-16 a-rct,•ft while an advanced version, which incorporates an active
limbt ttttr,,int syetem, is used in the latest D-1 flight test aircraft.
In the articulating neat, Pigure 2, the seat pan and backrest
articulate about a fixed shoulder pivot point to recline the backrest
from an upright seating angle of 150 to a reclined angle of 650.
Relative to the baseline seat, the following major features are
intro&d di:

o A aystem of inflatable bladders to provide body and liob
fixation.

o Contour-formling seat and backrest cushions to aid body fixation.

o A pmered backrest and headrest rotation system to provide
mobility for external surveilance.

o M advanced escape subsytem.

* A detailed deacri*tion of the above features is given in the following
paragrapth:

* I~ntranirt Sntm

Restraint is provided by a strap inertia reel system, the inflatable
bladder system and the -ontour-formina cushions. 7hese provisions act
together and comeplent each other to provide the necessary level of
restraint for all flight conditions.
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Strap Restraint System

The confiquration of the basic strap arnd inertia reel restraint system
is shown in Figure 3. The system consists of a lap belt, shoulder
straps and chest straps which are tised in conjunction with a torso
harness. Ihis system is identical to that used in the AE II seat
except that the lap belt has been altered to provide restraint against
submrining when in the reclined position, and chest straps have been
added to aid lateral restraint. The torso harness is a standard Air
Force ICU-15/P harness modified by the addition of the center lap belt
segnant and by the addition of rings for attacheent of the chest
straps. Extension Mnd retraction of the shoulder and chest straps are
controlled by independent inertia reels.

Inflatable Restraint System

*" lie inflatable restraint system, as depicted in PLgure 4, consists of
bladder installations at the lower torso, shoulders, foreams and
thighs. The bladders are mounted on structure and when they are
inflated they tend to hold the body in position and to provide support
and restraint against the maneuver forces. The lower torso and
shoulder bladders are installed on forward projections of the backrest
and the leg restraint bladders are mounted on the inboard surfaces of
the seat bucket.

'The foream bladders are mounted within trough-shaped amrests and
these bladders are of double-cylinder construction so that the am can
be enclosed and held in position without the application of a high
pressure which would interfere with operation of the throttle and
side-stick controller.

, Contour-Forming Cushions

wThe seat and backrest pads are of a "contour-forming" cushion design
which will allow each crewmember to form the contours of th seat and
backrest pubs to obtain an individual fit. The exact fit of these pads

: will help to fix the position of the body relative to the seat and to
provide support during the application of lateral forces. Each
contour-forming cushion consists of a fabric cover which is filled with
*microbeaecs. The cover Is of stretch nylon-frothed neoprene fabric

S(used extensively in wet-suit fabrication) and the iuicroboad" are of
expanded polystyrene. tle contour forming is obtained by pressurizing
and then creating a partial vacuum within the cushion. Pressurization
allows the aicrobeeds" to float within the cushion and to form around
the contours of the crewman. Evacuation of the cushion causes the
umicrobetds to OlockO together forming a relatively rigid contoured

19I
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In operation, the crewmanf would oxmfonn the Cushions prior to takeoff
and could then reset them at any time throughout the flight. An
automiatic preesurization-evacuation cycle could be used following
articulation to reset the contours with the crewmnan in the new
position.

ibis system allows the fully restrained crewan to select poiwered
rotation of his heed and upper torso for external surveillance or
target tracking. 1¶w system is controlled by a switch on the
side-stick controller and consists of actuators which rotate the
headrest and upper portion of the backrest in the desired direction.
It*w backrest is split into three ieests. The lower msgeut is hinged
fromn the meat pen and in fixed while the uppr two segments can rotate
about a central structural spine. It center negeat is free to rotate
under pressure from~ the torso when the rotation system is selected.

The escape system provide. for eject-ion under multiaxial acceleration
conditions and includes restraint against limb flail at high speed.

E~scape wnder Mu.ltiaxiial Acceleration

Current escape systems are not satisfactory for ejection under high F
acceleration conditions. In a high + Gz erivirorm~nt the catapult
impose@ excessive force on the spine yet the propulsion system will not
provide tail clearvnce at high speed. Aloof high G or Gx forces
can cause instability and unacceptable trajectory 3rations. To
overcn these problevs it is propoWec to equip the articulating seat
vith a variable thrust-inpilse propulsion system# with an inflatable
stabilizer and with thrust-vector control. The introduactionr of
variable propulsion aid thrust vector control dictates the use of a
relatively bophiisticated system of controlling the selection and
operation of these subsystems. Iihe resulting seat system is
essentially a Onext-gensrationO ACM 1I system and includes the
following primary features:

o, Control System - Ilie operation of the seat subsystem is governed
by an electronic control system which, as shon aichm'tically in
Figure Sp receives envirorwmnt Inputs from t1e aircraft systems
and from sat-imounted sensors. On the basis of the awirorment
data the control system, which includes redundant
microprocessorso, selects the recovery mode and the sudbuysten
operation appropriate to the ejection conditions. Duaring
ejection and recovery the control system continues to monitor the
envi rorMWt and control sitaystem operation.
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o Propulsion - Th* propulsion system prov'ies a ramge o. raDpult
thrust levels and a rarqe of rtxket ii*ila levels.. in a sflqPle
approach, this is achieved by using miltip.1 catapat cartridges
and multiple rockets. 1*e control wyntem, on the Laiis of the
wmnr inputs, aelects the thrust arO imiulse. leveld appropriate
to the conditions. In hiqh + 0% &celerati• tonditions a low
catapult t.brust woald be ewxbined with a higt rxcket impulse.

o Stabilixation - $t*billution -is achiaved by n combination of
inflat*'lt stabilizer and thrust vector control. At high speed,
the rapid doploymirt characteristi' of the stabilizer prevents
excessive attitude excursicwts, while at )w speed this function
in achieved by control systom vx '6xeds to the thrust vector
control system.

o Deceleration - Deotle-ation from high speed could be providMd by
a drogue or, as illustrated in Figure 6# by progressively adding
drag arta to the inflatable stabilizer with the rate of
deployment being governed by the control systme.

o Recovery xi~es - In high speed - low altitude conditions the seat
and cramcn are decelerated prior to deployment of the recovery
parachute whereas at low speWd arid low altitude, the recovery
parachute is deployed as the sut emerges from the aircraft. For
high altitude the deployment of the recovery parachute is

delayed.

o Cptiins - 1he use of a microprocessor control nystem introduces
the computstion cutecity to perform Wany additional functions
such as L.Ilf-test, fault isolation and envelope warning.
lk~mmr, perhaps the most important option available is to
program the control s m to select a "soft-ride" recovery
the ejection conditions do not justifý a maximau performance

lestraint Against Liamb lail

AMt restraint is provided by the inflatable restraint system and leg
restraint by a conventional strap and garter arrangmet. Ejection is
initiated by controls on the throttle and side-atick controller and
thereafter the forearms are retained by inflation of the restraint
bladders. For ejection the inflation pressure is increased over that
used for normal restraint purpose. The presure is released prior to
sat-mn jaration. Ite leg retraint strau pull the legs back
against the set front during the catapult stroke and they are retained
until actuation of the seat-imw seperation systm. Additional log
retention is provided by forward extensioms of the mot sides.
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In this cohnc ilpt, the cr m is housed in a all spherdcal capraleg
Figure . Ithe capsule io f aled and preosurirzd a and berves as the
creistatnon and escape vehicle. ahe capsule rotates In pitch to obtain
recline and rotates laterally to reduce the effect of lateral force
and to facilitate external visibility. I'he rotational features dictate

the um of a sWrical shape for the carsule and, in order to orain a
capsule s aze which is acceptable# the crew in seated crori -leggedh

Jmuing the use of fly-b inre controls for rudder and brakes, there
is no fuidamental reas why a crons-legg posture is rot feasible andpractical although special provisions are cionsidered moesesry to avoid
discomfort and anticipated circulatory problet.

The capsule is a 42-inch dimoter sphre. The upper portion ofth
sphere is transparent and hinges open for ingress and egress. The
lower portion is of mooou construction. The cr~e~ is partially

enclosed by a backrest-bulkhead as u ly and by side consoles which
contain the throttle and side-atick controller.

The, caps*ule installs in the cockpit beneath a cornentional canopy.
Capsule rotation from a backrest angle of 150 to 650, to increase

crwm~n tolerance to + Gz, resultv in a reduction in the height of
the eye position. To ho sate, the casiule is located relatively
high in the cockpit, Figure a, so that external vision in satisfactory
w the capule is in the reclined position. The cariule tranqprancy
is foenit of two shells with an interlayer. Ihis type of construction
will ensure adequate strength while providing good optical properties.
Itw? capsule is pressurized and this eliminates the need for cockpit
prmsurization. It may also be practical to pressurize the capsule to
a sufficiently lci altitude that an oxygen mask need only be donned for
ewg.rqencies or in the event that pressure breathing is a resuirwmnt.
An additional possibility is that the capsule may be aasmwed to carry
the bird-atrike requira*4ent thereby permitting a reduction in the
windshield carpbility.
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FIGURE 7. SPHERICAL CAPSULE CONFIGURATION

CAPWLI

FIGURE 8. RECLINED EYE POSITION CAPSULE
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The capsule is mounted in the cockpit by means of a pivot shaft at the
base of the capsule. Ihe capsule rotates about the shaft to accomplish
two djectivest

o [wring the application of lateral acceleration forces the capsule
rotates so that a portion of the lateral form an the croan is
taken by the backrest. For this purpose, rotation can be
selected to be autmatic and Is limited to t 30 degrees.

o The second purpo in to pemit the cream to swivel the capsule

for external surveillance, target acquisition and target

tracking. Rotation is controlled by the creman and a oewp of
t 135 degrees is proposd.

The lateral pivot shaft is mounted on a trolley which runs in a curved
track in the cockpit so that the capsule can be rotated for recline.
Rotation to the reclined position is selected by the crewmn or can be
preselected to be autmatic when the + cc acceleration exceeds
a predetermined value.

All aircraft controls and display controls are within the capsule.
, iqht control is full fly-by-wire. Console spece within the capsule
is eftermely limited and multipurpose controls are used for displays
anid aircraft s~ubystem. The HIeadw-Up Display (HUD) contains all of
the information required for cambat operations. The display is
projected onto the capsule transparency or onto a helmet-mounted visor
so that the display is available to the crewan at all capsule
positions.

Basic restraint is provided by a conventional lap belt shoulder and
crotch strap harness and inertia reel arrawnment which would be
similar to those used in current capsule escape systems or in other
non-ejectable mat applications.

Akdditoafl aircrew restraint and support is provided by oontour-foming
cushions and by an inflatable restraint system. The mat and backrest
ps are oordorming cushions which, as described previously, can be
contoured to the shape of the individual cr n and thereby provide
support and stability. The inflatable restraint uystum consists of
bladders to restrain the torso and arme. The crin is partially
enclosd by the backrest bulkhead and oonsole structure and torso
fixation is provided by inflatable bladders at the waist and at Ue
shoulders. Arm restraint and siort is achieved by bladders mointed
within arm-rest troughhs. It* operation of this system is similar to

that deecribed in the articula~UW seat oo
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It*e crcftreter, in the cross-legged posture, is seated and supported by
a deep contour-torming cushion which will permit the crainn to mold
the cushion to the ahapi of his buttocks and lops. ibis will spea

* the supiport pressure evenly over all of the parts in contact with the
cushion anid will prevent the discoofort of pressure points. The
cushion can be reformed as desired to acecamtodate, changes in posture.
Long &arations In the cross-legged position could adversely atffoct the
circulation in the logs which could, in turn# have an adverse offtect on
the ervi's ability to withstand high + Ggacceleration forma. To
promote good circulation the crewmn insqipe with an anti-G suit
which is moodif ied by the addition of a pulusating pressure wystem. This
will fun~ction in a sim~ilar manner to pulsating seat cushions and con be
selected by the crewman to stimulate circulation.

in other respects the capsule will have superior comfort relative to
current open ejection seats as the cremui is provided with a
*shirt-sleeveO eriviraruiett.

It*e cre.wmn is ejected and recovered within the capsule. The capsule
provides full protection against bird-strike and canopy loss and has an

* ~~escape capabililty encaiopsing the cor~~ete mneuver and flight
ervolope projected for future aircraft. The escape and survival system
components are packaged aft of the backrest bulkhead.

ejectioni

Thet capsule is ejected in the reclined position and is automatically
rotated to this position prior to ejection. Racket propulsion is used
vith the thrust vector being essentially norimal to the spine. Ths,
permits the application of relatively high thrust levels so that tail
clearance under high + Gz conditions will not be a critical factor.

Ejection in initiated by the actuation of switches on the throttle and
side-stick controller. rollowinq initiation, the capsule is locked in
the recline position, the canopy Is jettisoned and the inertia reel and
inflatable restraint eystam are activated. With the capsule locked In
the recline position, ejection supports, which are mounmted in
foce-ari-at guide rails, lock into the capsule structure. the rocket
propulsion systam is then ignited and the capsule is elected. T'he
ejection supports disenigage and remain on the guide rails.
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Subsystmen

The capsjle subsystms are siitlar to those provided in the

articulating seat concept. An electronic system (microprocessocs and
sensors) controls the qperation of the systma and selecta recovery
modes and optIons to OlJ~iz* the recovery sequence to suit the
enreqency cnditions. Thrust vecto control and an inflatable
stabilizer provide stabilizatIon and trajectory cntArol for ejection
order mAtiaxial acceleration conditions. Its cai in reooveord in
the c4pwle, The capsule demands with the creum lying on his bade
and the grcimd Loact forces are atteuated by the inflatable
siabilization-deloration system and by crushable structure. The
c4pale is a survival shelter on land and in water. IhN recovery
Pl~mnce, is illus~traed in Figure 9.
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FIGURE 9. CAPSULE HIGH SPEED RECOVERY SEQUENCE
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CttCEr EVALUATION AND SE LMM

A caomarative evaluation of the two concepts was conducted and the
concept based on the articulating mat was selected for further
investigation in the full-scale mock-kip phase of the program.

A technical evaluation of the two concepts, presented in the Apidix,
rated the capsule concept higher than the articulating seat concept.
this was primarily due to the superior escape envelope capability of
the capsule. The capoule rating also benefited fram the mobility
provided by the lateral rotation capability, although the combat
utility of this feature ham not been established. In the overall
evaluation, the articulating mat concqp was considered to be
technically acceptable. ¶1w oelection of this caonpt for the mock-up
phase of the program was heavily influenced by the fact that it was
considered to have a much higher probability, than the capsue, of
resulting in successful aircrew system deve.lopmet in time for
incorporation in next-generation aircraft. This conclusion was based
mainly on the following factora:

.I) The articulating seat concept in a combination of several subsystem
concepts which are essentially independent. An a result, the total
technical risk is relatively low. In contrast, the capsule has
several innovative approaches which are interdependent and
therefore the technical risk is high. i•ecause of this high
technical risk, it would be a.dvisable to pursue a parallel program
to develop back-up alternative approaches.

2) Development of the capsule concept would require a relatively
extensive program and, due to the important relationship between
the capsule features and aircraft operation, it would probably be
r*vweary to demonstrate the system by flight test prior to a
decision regarding incorporation in a production aircraft program.

3) The capsule has a major impact on the aircraft configuration and
therefore would have to be considered in the preliminary design
phase of the aircraft program. In view of the probable scope of
the development program, there is a serious dodbt that the capsule
concept could be developed in time for next generation aircraft.
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SEVALLATION KX-UP

A full-scale mock-up was •nstructed for dmonstration and evaluation
of the airccrw restraint and mobility aspects of the articulating seat
concept. the advanced design ooncepts incoporated in the mock-up aret

:o Inflatable restraint ya'tm
o Contour-forming seat cushion
o Powered backrest and headrest obility systm

DuuPrloN

It* mock-up, anshwn in the photograph in Figure 10, consists of a
seat-cockpit assmbly which is pivoted in a stand so that the assembly

iF can be rotated around the longitudinal axis. The mat bucket and
backrest can be located to provide an upright or reclined mating
configuration. 7he rotation and alternate seating configuration
features permit the effectiveness of the restraint and mobility systems
to be demnmtrated and evaluated under G2 and acceration forces
of t I G with the mat in either the upright or reclined positions.

The restraint system, the powered mobility system and the
contour-conforming sat pen cushion installed in the mock-up were
previously described. To enable a valid evaluation of these
features, the primAry crewman-cockpit physical interfaces, throttle,
side-stickand rudder pedal controls are included in the mock-up. To
accmmdate the required range of body sizes, the width and height of
the uhoulder supports and the location of the aircraft controls are
adjustable.

In the photographs, Figures 11 and 12, a subject is shown in the
upright and reclined positions, while Figures 13 and 14 show the
restraint system being evaluated uwder conditions of - 1 Gvand -1
Gz, respectively. Evaluation of the powered mobility featutre is
depicted in Figure 15.

.I3
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A close-up photograph of the seat assembly is given in Figure 16 and
details of the backrest can be seen in Figure 17 in which the backpsd
and contour-forming eat pod have been reoved. The basic restraint
systen and the inflatable bladder restraint systems are mhwn in theme
photographs. The inertia reel for the shoulder straps is mounted on
the shelf above and behind the upper backrest seimnt while the inertia
reel for the chest restra4nt straps is located on the aft surface of
the center backrest expont. Both inertia reel controls are an the
left side of the mock-up, Ite electrical actuators for the backrest
and headrest are located in the rompartment behind the backrest and the
actuator shafts are visible in Figure 17, in which the backrest and
headrest are rotated to the right. Both actuators are controlled by a
single toggle witch incorporated in the side-stick controller. The
inflatable restraint system can also be "een iW Figure 17. Ite
bladders are enclosed by stretch nylon-frotha neopramen covers which
control the inflated whape. Compessed air or nitrogen is distributed
to the bladders from an external supply through a pressure regulator
and a network of flexible tubing. The regulator and a pressure bleed
valve are mounted in the rear of the mock-up. The contour-foryinq seat
pod is controlled by a self-contained pressure-vacuum unit. This is
mounted in the rear compartmmnt so that the control switch can be
reached through the access port an the left side.

Dubtrpint bDfltm

The combination of the strap and inflatable restraint systems provided
excellent support and restraint in all rotation positions in both the
upright and reclined configuratioms. An inflation pressure in the
2-to-3 psi range appeared to provide good support and, in the case of
the foream restraint, this pressure resultud in firm restraint without
the application of excessive force on the arm. It was possible to
remove and replace the anm in the restraint trough with the bladders
inflated.

In the inverted poonition, saw effort was required to keep the feet on
the L(As which represented the rudder pedals and it was considered that
this could bec:mie a ruisance at higher :alues of - Gz. A reasonable
apxpoach would be to provide name form of mechanical restraint to help
retairt the feet on the rider pefals.

In the mock-up, the take-up of the chest-strap inertia zeel was not
sufficiently positive. This was apparently due to excessive friction
caused by the strap routing. This problem could be overcame by
iqprovinq the installation. 1osever, there iR possibility that these
restraint straps may not be required and it is reocuminded that this
approach be investigated in any future development program.
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Danonstration and evaluation of the powered backrest and headreet
indicated that such a system could be a practical menthod of obtaining
externs.'l visibility urder conditions where the pilot in essentially
pinined in the smat by the maneuver acceleration forces. Oni the basis of
the mock-up evaluation, it was considered that the external visi-n
envelope would be irmprve if the headrest was tilted aft duaring
rotation to Increase the Wward aid aft field--of-via.. V1e rotation

significant increasse in rotation rate would cause problem.

It* oontcmr-forming cushion used a3 the seat pod in the mock-up was
demonstrated to oonf oe exactly to the shape of the person sitting on
it. The cushion was used with a flat seat Wa and a aue-inch fauw pad
was inserted between the cushion and the seat pan. Ibis arrangewnt
was foundS to be satisfactory.
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FIl~tjR[ 10. CONCEPT [VAI.UATION MOCK-UP
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FIGURE 16. SEAT ASSEMBLYI
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In this pcrqrau, two conceptual approaches for advanced design alrcrew
restraint and protection ywtem wre studied as potential solutions
for satisfying the requirments projected for the next generation of
Air Porce c at aircraft. 7he conclusions resulting from the
evaluation of them two concepts are:

SPIERCAL CAKflZ COPr

The s*perical capsule concept appears to have the potential of
satisfying all of the aircrew restraint and protection requirmnsts
projected for the next generation aircraft. Hwever, there are several
fundamental aspects of the concept which would have to be proven
before the concept could be onnkidered to be a practical design
aIiroac•i. Two primary aapects of the concept, the unique posture and
the use of lateral rotation for restraint and for surveillance, way
'xove to be incaiipstlble with the mission or with the operation of the
aircra't. Also, two design areas, vision characteristics through the
doule transarency and the packaging of the displays and controls
within the capsule, could present intractable design probems. It was
concluded that the technical risk was too high and the devel~om t
proqram too extensive to permit selection of the capsule as & priisry
"program for obtaining advanced a.ircrew eystaw for the next generation
of Air Forro aircratt.

,AWrTCLAWTING MPAT CtNtO

.The articulating seat concei* studied does not have the high altitude,
high speed protection capability of the capsule concept. Howrver, it
was concluded that in articulating meat can he equipped with advanced
design msubystas which will meet the projected next-generation
requirements for restraint, mK*uility and esc-ape under high acceleration
;mnweuver conditions.

rvaluation of the mwck-up articulatinq neat incorporating advanced
design restraint and m'bility subaystau.i indicated the following:

o A system of inflatable bladders, used in conjunction with a
strap-type basic restraint system and with a contour-forming meat
cushion, prewidec excellent aircrew restraint and support. lhe
evaluation was limited to conditions of t. 1 and t I
and evaluation under higher acceleration ond'itions will be
required to determine the full capability of this concept.
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o A powered backrest and headrest system was demonstrated and
apeared to be a feasible method of providing aircrew mobility
for external visibility under high-maneuver conditions in which
the cre~ mist be fully restrainmd. evaluation of the mockup
revealed arms of potential iprovemnt, rotation authority and
head motion which should be the subject of additional study.
Testing under representative acceleration conditions will be
required to determine the effectiveness of this concept in team
of external visibility and to establish desiqn characteristics
such as rotation rate and excursion limits.

Fot emergency escapes it was concluded that an articulating seat could
be equippd with advanced design subaystm which had the potential of
meeting the requirements for enc under the projected
high-acceleration maneuver conditions. The system would have
selectable prqpulsion thrust, #thrut vector control and an inflatable
atabilizer-decelerator system. It* escape system would be controlled
by a microprocessor and an enviromrit-esnsing system which would match
the sub/systm operation and performance to the emergency envwirwim t.
It was further concluded that a system of this type also had the
potential for reducinq escape-system related injuries for escape under
thas conditions where maximm performance escape forces are not
required.
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MCCH MATIONS

In this program it, was concluded that the capsule cuncept and the
concept based on the articulating seat both had potential with regard
to the provision of iiproved aircrew eacape systems in future
aircraft. RPeomnendations for future effort ares

,Ie* capsule concept has the potential tor meeting all ot the projected
requirments for the next generation aircrat, and it is reomimmnded
that addltional studies be conducted to inv tigate the high-risk
sapects of the concept and to determine whether or not the apprent
potential can be realized. The specific area in question are:
posture, lateral rotation, optical characteristics and packaging of
displays and controls. It is enwisaged that the necessary information
on these aspects could be obtained by a combination of design studies
and exploratory centrifuge and simulator testing.

ARTIOLATIh SrAI' CtCfl'

"1we restraint and mobility aspects of this concept were demonstrated
and evaluated under G, and i I G.y conditions using the
wooden mock-up. The results of this evaluation were encouraging and it
is recammended that the subsystam oonceptsi

o inflatable restraint and support

o contour forming cushiona

o powered backrest and headrest

be incorporated in a seat assembly test fixture which could be used in
a series of centrifuge tests to evaluate the function and effectiveness

S ,of the concepts under representative multiaxial acceleration
* conditions.

* L1CAJ¶ SY."1¶)" Cc*4CEp?

The eacape oystan proposed as part of the articulating mat concept
would meet the projected requirement for escape under miutiaxial
acceleration conditions. ihe proposed system would also have the
capability to select and control mat system operation and perfonexx
to match the mergenc•y conditions throughout the escape mnvelop. Ihis

* Vsystem is conidered to be the "next-generation" ejection meat Wtem
which has the potential for significant iWrov•unts in capability and

* performanwe while reducing the overall incidence of injuries. It is
MrONIS that a study program be initiated to cover the prelliinary

design definition of this systm.
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nrnwrrxDC TEMTlAL COONMISON

INFLITON

he casule and articulating seat coepts were evaluated and the
articulating seat concept was selected for further study in the mock-up
phase of the program. The selection was based an a technical
carismn aon an asseement of the overall development programs
which would be required to ensure the avaitaility of improved aircrow
provisions for the next generation of Air Force aircraft. This
aedix describes the technical mpariain. T'he technical cwprison
rated the capsule eoneqt higher than the articulating seat cmcepti
hwever, an previously described, the articulating seat cmcep was
selected because of the greater probability of the @u=aewful
devel r r t of liroved aircrew systems for the next generation
aircraft.

OCIRlSON PRD•UE

Iwhe technical ccpsrison of the two coneptB was made relative to the
following specified factors and weightinget

Pactor Weighting

Safety 350
Perf ormance 35t
Confor t 200
'lliability and Maintainability ICA

To obtain a ocmqerison at a sufflclnt level of detail, each of the
specified factors was broken down into its primary elements. in the
can of saf ty,,* because of the diverse areas covered, this factor vas
divided into three ubfactors which were assigned weightings. Each I
eubfactor was then broken down Into Its primary elmemnts. The

,ubfactors and assigned weightings ares

Safety Subfactor Weighting

Protective PAotraint 20%
Protection in Flight wrqgncies 30% A
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The detail co'parison of the two concepts is given in Tables 1, 2, 3, 5
and 6 and the weighted sumation for the *safety* comparison is given
in Table 4. ExiEmination of these table& shows that the capsule concept
was rated to be superior with regard to afety" and Operformnce" and
the articulating eat concept was superior in terms ot "cmfort" and"areliability and maintaiiability." The "ufety" rating for the
caps.le, Table 4, is primarily a reflection of the fact that the
capsule provides aircrew protection at high altitude and against
windblast at high speed. h superior Operformance" rating for the
capsule, Table 5, is based on the ass•nption that lateral rotation is
compatible with flight and cowbat operations and that lateral rotation
can be utilized to obtain an improved visual target acquisition and
tracking capability. The low "comfort" rating for the capsule, ible
6, is entirely due to questions regarding the cross-legged posture.
This assesmueot assumes that the cross-legged posture will result in
comfort probleas, physiological and psychological, which mNy be
difficult to resolve. The "reliability and maintainability" rating, as
indicated in Tole 7, is based simply on the relative omplexity and
accvasibililty characteristics of the two concepts.

The overall results of the technical comparison, Table 8, shows that
the capsule is rated superior to the articulating seat concept.

I
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TABDLE 1. *SAv'r'r - Princrzv RERVAIM

AN iazC1ATIX SPHER~ICALcovrnm SPAT CAPSULE
MarMuvers, Turbulance ;ood Good
Articulation COW Good
Proe-.jction Artlcuatioi fair Pair
E.ectiun PaLir MCell entAro and Dbcm.ltration Fair Good
3 ecovery Chute Pair cood
Ground Craah Fair Fair

EVAWJATICIN 12/20 16/20

TABLE 2. SAFM - MLIGHT DMEICY PlrECTICON

&XME7r MTING

A3JRTuLATING SPHERICAL
COONDTIO SEAT CAPSULE

Loss of Preusurixation Poor Good
LoW of CanoW Poor Good
Bird Strike Pair Good
Fire Pair Good
LoEs of OKYW pal r Good
Dwxy Strike Fair Good
Seat/Capsule Malfunctlon Pal r Poor

EVALAATION 15/30 22/30
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TABLC 3.* SA7M1Y - CAPE CAPABILMI

CONCEPr RMATING

A't!CLIATTNt SPHEIUCAL
CONQITIcOS SEAT CAMME

P?4"@•ctio Functions Poor Poor
Manuuver - Spin Fair Good
High Altitude No Good
High Spsd Poor Good,,Lot Spee - ow Al ti tude Good Good
Si nk, Adverse Attitude Good Fair

Protection during Moovery Poor Good
Ground ct Fair Good
.urvival Pair Good
S)iwrcency Ground Egress Good Pair

WALUX770N 30/50 45/50

TAME 4. SAPL'Y EVALUATION SMARY

Cac•'r MTING

SAFE"Y AM'ICATflM SPIEXAL
PACIR WEIGW)I'N SEAT CAPS= Bi

Protective Restraint 20 12 16
Flight Iarqmncy Protection 30 15 22Escpe Capbli• ty so 30 45

EVALAUATION 57 83%
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CoUcEr LVALUATICH

ART .LALT' SPHERICIAL
FN ALIM SPAT CAPUMZ

External Visibility - Upright Bamelim Deraded
•aprved with Rotation

Externl Visibility - DMclimd Powered TWist ROtatiOn
Internal Visibility Baseline Degraded
Mlrcraft Control Baaline ply-DyWire RUderAircraff t-Crmmn AM

G Protection Bamsline DtovWd with Rotation

Target Acquisition Baseline usroved with Rotation
Target Tracking Baseline DIproved with Rotation

EVAL.ATION 25/35 30/35

TABLE 6. OMPMT

ARI~rCULATr?53 SPHERICAL

rPCIV SEAT CAPSULE

Upr it Bael im Cross-L"godPulsating 0-Suit

ROclined Baseline Leg Dwprovemimt
inetraint Basl ine Loss HardeareClothing ant •uijuet Baseline No Life PreserverNo survival Ve•t

gVAWAMON 15/20 10/20



1' W~V= 7,* RELIMnrrY ANDM) D4TAINAIBILr¶Y

CONCEPrCIM PAWSON4

"ARrICLATING SPHEI•CAL

SrAT CAPSULE

Reliability Articulating Nech Pitch Rotation Mechanism
Emergenicy Retraction Emergency Rotation
Leg Restraint Lateral Rotation
Bladder Systems Bladder Systxu
Rudider mnd Brake Mech Pulsation Feature

, 'bilical

Guide Rail Mechanism
ore .ly-,ire

Maintainability Baseline Additional Sysatem
Cockpit cceus Degraded
"A"mens Prom Outside

"!ALVI&TICON 7/10 4/10

VW'rM . EVALUATION qL~

COCEPT RAT=N

SPWIFIW AJRTIatLAfl1E SMfIWAJ
FPAC WEIGWMINr EAT CAPRU

Safety (35) 20 29

Per formAnce 0~5) 25 30
, ia ¢dlort (20) 15 10

Reliability (10) 7 4

OVEAKL WMJAATIG4 WflPM 67% 73*
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